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This article and the accompanying one by Bernard
Davis reported the simultaneous, independent discovery of an efficient method of isolating auxotrophic
mutants of bacteria. Davis and agreed to publish
these commentaries back-to-back in this issue ofCurrent Contents®. [The 5C1® indicates that the
Lederberg-Zinder paper has been cited in over 175
publications since 1955; the Davis paper has been
cited in over 220 publications since 1955.]
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In 1941 G.W. Beadle and E.L Tatum introduced
the experimental production of nutritional mutants
in fungi as a way of exploring gene expression and
biochemical pathways. This2was
3 followed by similar
experiments with bacteria; ’ these systems represented the beginning of modern biochemical
genetics.
Until 1948 such mutants could be obtained only
with tedious manual effort, entailing the isolation
and testing of many thousands of individual spores
or colonies. It was easy to enrich for the occurrence
of rareprototrophic, or nutritionally wild-type, variants by inoculating large populations into restricted
nutrient media: if one could only do the converse!
But how would you select for organisms that grow
poorly as compared to the wild type?
Exhausted bythe tedious task of mutant isolation,
I recalleda lecture at Columbia University Medical
School by GladysHobby, in which she remarked that
penicillin killed only 4rapidly growing cells, leaving
stationary cells alive. She had also reported that

penicillin was active on Escherichia coli, albeit at
100-fold higher concentrations
than needed to in5
hibit staphylococci. Her observations suggested
that penicillin, if applied to growing bacteria in a restricted medium, might leave the auxotrophic mutants still living. The penicillin could then be diluted
away, or inactivated, permitting the recovery of the
mutants as viable clones. Norton Zinder, who was
then working in my laboratory on his dissertation on
Salmonella transduction,’ was delighted to discover
that this scheme worked very well indeed.
At one point, S.E. Luria (then at the University of
Illinois) visited our laboratory. We discovered from
him that B.D. Davis had independently developed
the identical method. The three of us (Davis, Zinder,
and I) promptly agreed to publish jointly. Our first
journal preference was the Journal of Biological
Chemistry, but we were rebuffed with the comment
that the reports had too little “chemistry” in them.
We were pleased that the Journal of the American
Chemical Society took a broader view of chemistry
and promptly accepted the papers.
The penicillin method has lightened the labors of
thousands of investigators who use auxotrophic
7
mutants in a wide range of organisms. There are
many variants that take advantage ofother reagents
that preferentially attack growing cells.
Researchers may find themselves in a quandary
over whether to cite Lederberg and Zinder, or Davis,
or both. The majority of authors probably cite
neither paper, especially in recent years. The need
to use selective methods has been mitigated by the
development of powerful chemical mutagens (such
asnitroso.methyl-guanidine)
and of other tricks like
8
replica-plating. Nevertheless, a great many mutant
strains, including some of substantial industrial importance, were born in a penicillin bath.
Further inquiry into the mechanism of differential
killing ofgrowing cells by penicillin has contributed
tounderstanding the biochemical mechanism of action of this antibiotic. Unbalanced growth of the cytoplasm while the wall is inhibited is overlain by the
9
triggering of cell wall-autolytic enzymes,
Penicillin-treated cells can be protected from lysis
by immersing them in hypertonic media, thus
permitting the emergence of spheroplasts and
1-forms.’°
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